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What are the kids doing?

What is the blonde boy doing?

What is the black girl doing?

What is the black boy doing?

What is the ginger girl doing?

What animals can you see?

What are the animals doing?
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Black girl is feeding the mouse. It’s so cute.

Ginger girl is chasing the cat. Because the cat took her hat.

Blonde boy is sitting on a bench and caressing a rabbit.

Black boy is walking his dog. A frog is sitting on the dog’s back.

There are two crows flying in the park.

There’s a frog in the pond. It’s sitting on a lily pad.

There are two butterflies flying.

There’s a little sheep next to the tree.



Words

Chase: to run after someone.                         

Ginger: 
someone 
with red or 
orange hair

Blonde: 
someone 
with light 
color hair      

Lily pad:

crow:

bench:

Feed: to give someone food



If you want to say you have a pet:

I have got a rabbit.

She has got a dog.

He has got a hamster.

You have got a turtle.

I haven’t got a rabbit.

She hasn’t got a dog.

He hasn’t got a hamster.

You haven’t got a turtle.

Have you got a rabbit?

Has she got a dog?

Has he got a hamster?

Have you got a turtle?

To say you 
have:

Negative: Question:
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1. Waldo is sick, Rita is worried and calls a pet vet.

2. Vet asks what is the problem? Check waldo’s body.

3. Rita says: it’s so weak and has acnes on its skin.

4. Rita takes waldo to the clinic.

5. Vet gives waldo medicine. The medicine is dragon oil. Waldo’s body 

is shaking. Waldo eats a spoon of dragon oil.

6. Vet treats waldo and now it is happy. It breathes fire from its mouth.



Words 
Medicine: something that you eat to feel good when you’re sick

Acne: red dots on the skin

Spoon:

Breathe:

shaking:



Homework

1. Do 2 pages of activity book
2. Make sentences  with new words of this PDF
3. Memorize page 40’s story
4. Be ready to answer this PDF’s questions


